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The Sourcebook for Teaching Science, Grades 6-12
Breast Sonography Review illuminates the facts and principles on which you will be tested by the American Registry of
Diagnostic Medical Sonography, hones your test-taking skills, and reveals your strengths and weaknesses by exam topic.
Based precisely on the breast specialty exam outline published by ARDMS, this review contains 349 registry-like questions
(including CME activity questions) together with answers, clear explanations, and quick references for further study.
Coverage includes breast instrumentation and technique, normal anatomy, benign versus malignant features, specific
lesions (benign), specific lesions (malignant), and invasive procedures. Approved for 6 hours of continuing medical
education credit.

Intermediate Algebra
This comprehensive collection of nearly 200 investigations, demonstrations, mini-labs, and other activities uses everyday
examples to make physics concepts easy to understand. For quick access, materials are organized into eight units covering
Measurement, Motion, Force, Pressure, Energy & Momentum, Waves, Light, and Electromagnetism. Each lesson contains an
introduction with common knowledge examples, reproducible pages for students, a "To the Teacher" information section,
and a listing of additional applications students can relate to. Over 300 illustrations add interest and supplement
instruction.
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Roller Coasters
The story of a high school teacher whose students, underprivileged and Hispanic, have set standards in mathematics all but
unequaled in American education.

Jonesin' for Crosswords
A resource for middle and high school teachers offers activities, lesson plans, experiments, demonstrations, and games for
teaching physics, chemistry, biology, and the earth and space sciences.

Big Science
This book contains over 100 classroom-tested projects and ideas taken directly from the pages of The Math Projects Journal,
a periodical that for over six years has shared these one-of-a-kind lessons with teachers around the world. MPJs Ultimate
Math Lessons offers you 80 innovative lessons and activities that can be immediately implemented in your classroom. Most
of these lessons have an accompanying student handout that may be photocopied for use in your classes. To avoid
reducing these unique lessons to mere worksheet exercises, the book provides 27 thoughtprovoking articles that will assist
you in incorporating math projects in your daily routines and that will challenge the very way in which you think about math
education. The lessons in this book have proven to help teachers increase student understanding of mathematics and, in
turn, raise student achievement on standardised tests.

Hands-On Physics Activities with Real-Life Applications
Drones and Unmanned Aerial Systems
Explores the history of roller coasters in the United States.

Breast Sonography Review
An antidote to mathematical rigor mortis, teaching how to guess answers without needing a proof or an exact calculation. In
problem solving, as in street fighting, rules are for fools: do whatever works—don't just stand there! Yet we often fear an
unjustified leap even though it may land us on a correct result. Traditional mathematics teaching is largely about solving
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exactly stated problems exactly, yet life often hands us partly defined problems needing only moderately accurate
solutions. This engaging book is an antidote to the rigor mortis brought on by too much mathematical rigor, teaching us
how to guess answers without needing a proof or an exact calculation. In Street-Fighting Mathematics, Sanjoy Mahajan
builds, sharpens, and demonstrates tools for educated guessing and down-and-dirty, opportunistic problem solving across
diverse fields of knowledge—from mathematics to management. Mahajan describes six tools: dimensional analysis, easy
cases, lumping, picture proofs, successive approximation, and reasoning by analogy. Illustrating each tool with numerous
examples, he carefully separates the tool—the general principle—from the particular application so that the reader can
most easily grasp the tool itself to use on problems of particular interest. Street-Fighting Mathematics grew out of a short
course taught by the author at MIT for students ranging from first-year undergraduates to graduate students ready for
careers in physics, mathematics, management, electrical engineering, computer science, and biology. They benefited from
an approach that avoided rigor and taught them how to use mathematics to solve real problems. Street-Fighting
Mathematics will appear in print and online under a Creative Commons Noncommercial Share Alike license.

Internet Law
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access codes, or print supplements that may
come packaged with the bound book. Used by sites as varied as Twitter, GitHub, Disney, and Airbnb, Ruby on Rails is one of
the most popular frameworks for developing web applications, but it can be challenging to learn and use. Whether you’re
new to web development or new only to Rails, Ruby on Rails™ Tutorial, Fourth Edition, is the solution. Best-selling author
and leading Rails developer Michael Hartl teaches Rails by guiding you through the development of three example
applications of increasing sophistication. The tutorial’s examples focus on the general principles of web development
needed for virtually any kind of website. The updates to this edition include full compatibility with Rails 5, a division of the
largest chapters into more manageable units, and a huge number of new exercises interspersed in each chapter for
maximum reinforcement of the material. This indispensable guide provides integrated tutorials not only for Rails, but also
for the essential Ruby, HTML, CSS, and SQL skills you need when developing web applications. Hartl explains how each new
technique solves a real-world problem, and then he demonstrates it with bite-sized code that’s simple enough to
understand, yet novel enough to be useful. Whatever your previous web development experience, this book will guide you
to true Rails mastery. This book will help you Install and set up your Rails development environment, including pre-installed
integrated development environment (IDE) in the cloud Go beyond generated code to truly understand how to build Rails
applications from scratch Learn testing and test-driven development (TDD) Effectively use the Model-View-Controller (MVC)
pattern Structure applications using the REST architecture Build static pages and transform them into dynamic ones Master
the Ruby programming skills all Rails developers need Create high-quality site layouts and data models Implement
registration and authentication systems, including validation and secure passwords Update, display, and delete users
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Upload images in production using a cloud storage service Implement account activation and password reset, including
sending email with Rails Add social features and microblogging, including an introduction to Ajax Record version changes
with Git and create a secure remote repository at Bitbucket Deploy your applications early and often with Heroku

Escalante
Writing an amazing college admission essay is easier than you think! So you're a high school senior given the task of writing
a 650-word personal statement for your college application. Do you tell the story of your life, or a story from your life? Do
you choose a single moment? If so, which one? The options seem endless. Lucky for you, they're not. College counselor
Ethan Sawyer (aka The College Essay Guy) will show you that there are only four (really, four!) types of college admission
essays. And all you have to do to figure out which type is best for you is answer two simple questions: 1. Have you
experienced significant challenges in your life? 2. Do you know what you want to be or do in the future? With these
questions providing the building blocks for your essay, Sawyer guides you through the rest of the process, from choosing a
structure to revising your essay, and answers the big questions that have probably been keeping you up at night: How do I
brag in a way that doesn't sound like bragging? and How do I make my essay, like, deep? Packed with tips, tricks, exercises,
and sample essays from real students who got into their dream schools, College Essay Essentials is the only college essay
guide to make this complicated process logical, simple, and (dare we say it?) a little bit fun.

Physical Fluid Dynamics
Beyond the Brochure: An Insider's Guide to Private Elementary Schools in Los Angeles is Christina Simon, Anne Simon, and
Porcha Dodson's gift to every parent looking for the truth about private (and independent) elementary schools, admission
policies, and what it really takes to get a child accepted. Using their step-by-step guide through the labyrinthine admissions
process― applications, testing, parent and child interviews, recommendation letters, applying for a child with special needs,
even stress reduction―every parent will enter the process knowledgeable, confident, and ready to navigate what could
otherwise be a complicated and frustrating system. From selecting the right school to writing your child's application, from
keeping your cool during the process to understanding financial aid applications, these three authors have pooled their
years of extensive experience to deliver the ultimate insider's guide.

Using Math to Design a Roller Coaster
In this book, Sanjoy Mahajan shows us that the way to master complexity is through insight rather than precision. Precision
can overwhelm us with information, whereas insight connects seemingly disparate pieces of information into a simple
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picture. Unlike computers, humans depend on insight. Based on the author's fifteen years of teaching at MIT, Cambridge
University, and Olin College, The Art of Insight in Science and Engineering shows us how to build insight and find
understanding, giving readers tools to help them solve any problem in science and engineering.To master complexity, we
can organize it or discard it. The Art of Insight in Science and Engineering first teaches the tools for organizing complexity,
then distinguishes the two paths for discarding complexity: with and without loss of information. Questions and problems
throughout the text help readers master and apply these groups of tools. Armed with this three-part toolchest, and without
complicated mathematics, readers can estimate the flight range of birds and planes and the strength of chemical bonds,
understand the physics of pianos and xylophones, and explain why skies are blue and sunsets are red.The Art of Insight in
Science and Engineering will appear in print and online under a Creative Commons Noncommercial Share Alike license.

Beyond the Brochure
Explains how math skills are needed to inspect structures for safety and includes math activities using real-life data and
facts about roller coasters.

The Art of Insight in Science and Engineering
Mpj's Ultimate Math Lessons
In 1984 America celebrated the one hundredth anniversary of the first successful roller coaster device: La Marcus A.
Thompson’s switchback railway, erected at Coney Island. Robert Cartmell examines every phase of roller coaster history,
from the use of the roller coaster by Albert Einstein to demonstrate his theory of physics, to John Allen’s use of psychology
in designing one.

Bright-sided
Advancing Digital Humanities moves beyond definition of this dynamic and fast growing field to show how its arguments,
analyses, findings and theories are pioneering new directions in the humanities globally.

Classic Feynman
This book tackles the regulatory issues of Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS) or Remotely-Piloted Aerial Systems (RPAS),
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which have profound consequences for privacy, security and other fundamental liberties. Collectively known as “drones,”
they were initially deployed for military purposes: reconnaissance, surveillance and extrajudicial executions. Today, we are
witnessing a growth of their use into the civilian and humanitarian domain. They are increasingly used for goals as diverse
as news gathering, aerial inspection of oil refinery flare stacks, mapping of the Amazonian rain-forest, crop spraying and
search and rescue operations. The civil use of drones is becoming a reality in the European Union and in the US.The drone
revolution may be a new technological revolution. Proliferation of the next generation of “recreational” drones show how
drones will be sold as any other consumer item. The cultural perception of the technology is shifting, as drones are
increasingly being used for humanitarian activities, on one hand, but they can also firmly be situated in the prevailing
modes of postmodern governance on the other hand. This work will be of interest to researchers in Criminology and
Criminal Justice interested in issues related to surveillance, security, privacy, and technology. It will also provide a
criminological background for related legal issues, such as privacy law, aviation law, international criminal law, and
comparative law.

The Incredible Scream Machine
Between 1492 and 1914, Europeans conquered 84 percent of the globe. But why did Europe establish global dominance,
when for centuries the Chinese, Japanese, Ottomans, and South Asians were far more advanced? In Why Did Europe
Conquer the World?, Philip Hoffman demonstrates that conventional explanations—such as geography, epidemic disease,
and the Industrial Revolution—fail to provide answers. Arguing instead for the pivotal role of economic and political history,
Hoffman shows that if certain variables had been different, Europe would have been eclipsed, and another power could
have become master of the world. Hoffman sheds light on the two millennia of economic, political, and historical changes
that set European states on a distinctive path of development, military rivalry, and war. This resulted in astonishingly rapid
growth in Europe's military sector, and produced an insurmountable lead in gunpowder technology. The consequences
determined which states established colonial empires or ran the slave trade, and even which economies were the first to
industrialize. Debunking traditional arguments, Why Did Europe Conquer the World? reveals the startling reasons behind
Europe's historic global supremacy.

Street-Fighting Mathematics
A young girl who lives with her grandparents experiences warmth, love, and closeness, even when she wonders why her
parents are not raising her.

Chasing Secrets
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"The birth of Big Science can be traced to Berkeley, California, nearly nine decades ago, when a resourceful young scientist
with a talent for physics and an even greater talent for promotion pondered his new invention and declared, 'I'm going to be
famous!' Ernest Orlando Lawrence's cyclotron would revolutionize nuclear physics, but that was only the beginning of its
impact. It would change our understanding of the basic building blocks of nature. It would help win World War II. Its
influence would be felt in academia and international politics. It was the beginning of Big Science, "--Novelist.

Global Perspectives on Tropical Cyclones
Presents essays that explore the deepest mysteries of the universe, including black holes, gravity holes, and time travel, by
physicists Stephen Hawking, Kip S. Thorne, Igor Novikov, Timothy Ferris, and Alan Lightman.

Holiday Graph Art
Religion and Crime: Theory, Research, and Practice
¿ CLEAR & CONCISE: Tight case editing, focused questions, and topical problems direct students' attention to the most
critical issues. The book covers the full sweep of the subject, but is still short enough that the core topics can be taught in a
3-credit survey course. ¿ UP-TO-DATE COVERAGE: The seventh edition features five new principal cases, along with
numerous new and revised notes and questions. New cases deal with international injunctions, free speech rights to use the
Internet, compelled decryption, trademarks and search engines, and algorithmic accountability. Several sections have been
tightened up and older material has been cut, resulting in a streamlined reading experience. ¿ TECHNICAL AND HISTORICAL
NOTES: Mini-essays throughout the book provide the essential technical background needed to make sense of computer
and Internet technologies. Where modern doctrine has important historical roots (e.g., network neutrality and
telecommunications regulation), the book gives the necessary context.

Advancing Digital Humanities
Each month during the school year, Areteem Institute hosts the online Zoom International Math League (ZIML)
competitions. Students can compete in one of five divisions based on their age and mathematical level. The ZIML monthly
contest are held at https: //ziml.areteem.org. Varsity The top division. Covers material on the level of the last 10 questions
on the AMC 12 and AIME level. This division is open to all age levels. Junior Varsity The second highest competition division.
Covers material at the AMC 10/12 level and State/National MathCounts level. Note that material such as complex numbers,
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advanced trigonometry, and logarithms are not required at this level. This division is open to all age levels. High School
(Division H) This division focuses on material from a standard high school curriculum. It covers topics up to and including
pre-calculus. This division will serve as excellent practice for students preparing for the math portions of the SAT or ACT.
This division is open to all age levels. Middle School (Division M) This division focuses on problem solving using math
concepts from a standard middle school math curriculum. Covers material on the level of AMC 8 and School/Chapter
MathCounts. This division is open to all students who have not started grade 9. Upper Elementary (Division E) This division
focuses on advanced problem solving with mathematical concepts from upper elementary school. Covers material at a level
comparable to MOEMS Division E. This division is open to all students who have not started grade 6. This book is suitable for
middle school and high school students. It contains the problems, answers, and full solutions from the nine ZIML Junior
Varsity Division Competitions held during the 2018-2019 School Year. It is divided into three parts: The complete Jr Varsity
Division ZIML Competitions (20 questions per competition) from October 2018 to June 2019. The solutions for each of the
competitions, including detailed work and helpful tricks. An appendix including the topics and knowledge points covered for
Jr Varsity Division, a glossary including common mathematical terms, and answer keys for each of the competitions so
students can easily check their work. The questions found on the ZIML competitions are meant to test your problem solving
skills and train you to apply the knowledge you know to many different applications. We hope you enjoy the problems!

A Ph.d. Is Not Enough!
Two years after she underwent a mastectomy and chemotherapy, Barbara Bradfield's aggressive breast cancer had
recurred and spread to her lungs. The outlook was grim. Then she took part in Genentech's clinical trials for a new drug.
Five years later she remains cancer-free. Her-2 is the biography of Herceptin, the drug that provoked dramatic responses in
Barbara Bradfield and other women in the trials and that offers promise for hundreds of thousands of breast cancer
patients. Unlike chemotherapy or radiation, Herceptin has no disabling side effects. It works by inactivating Her-2/neu--a
protein that makes cancer cells grow especially quickly-- produced by a gene found in 25 to 30 percent of all breast tumors.
Herceptin caused some patients' cancers to disappear completely; in others, it slowed the progression of the disease and
gave the women months or years they wouldn't otherwise have had. Herceptin is the first treatment targeted at a gene
defect that gives rise to cancer. It marks the beginning of a new era of treatment for all kinds of cancers. Robert Bazell
presents a riveting account of how Herceptin was born. Her-2 is a story of dramatic discoveries and strong personalities,
showing the combination of scientific investigation, money, politics, ego, corporate decisions, patient activism, and luck
involved in moving this groundbreaking drug from the lab to a patient's bedside. Bazell's deft portraits introduce us to the
remarkable people instrumental in Herceptin's history, including Dr. Dennis Slamon, the driven UCLA oncologist who played
the primary role in developing the treatment; Lily Tartikoff, wife of television executive Brandon Tartikoff, who tapped into
Hollywood money and glamour to help fund Slamon's research; and Marti Nelson, who inspired the activists who lobbied for
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a "compassionate use" program that would allow women outside the clinical trials to have access to the limited supplies of
Herceptin prior to FDA approval of the drug. And throughout there are the stories of the heroic women with advanced
breast cancer who volunteered for the trials, risking what time they had left on an unproven treatment. Meticulously
researched, written with clarity and compassion, Her-2 is masterly reporting on cutting-edge science.

Thermodynamics Problem Solver
This graph art activity book is a compilation of holiday pictures which are designed to fit graph paper squares. The child
colors in the squares on graph paper according to the direction sheet, and a mystery picture appears.

Forthcoming Books
Exposes the downside of America's penchant for positive thinking, which the author believes leads to self-blame and a
preoccupation with stamping out "negative" thoughts on a personal level, and, on a national level, has brought on economic
disaster.

Design a Roller Coaster
Newbery Honor–winning author Gennifer Choldenko deftly combines humor, tragedy, fascinating historical detail, and a
medical mystery in this exuberant new novel. San Francisco, 1900. The Gilded Age. A fantastic time to be alive for lots of
people . . . but not thirteen-year-old Lizzie Kennedy, stuck at Miss Barstow’s snobby school for girls. Lizzie’s secret passion
is science, an unsuitable subject for finishing-school girls. Lizzie lives to go on house calls with her physician father. On
those visits to his patients, she discovers a hidden dark side of the city—a side that’s full of secrets, rats, and rumors of the
plague. The newspapers, her powerful uncle, and her beloved papa all deny that the plague has reached San Francisco. So
why is the heart of the city under quarantine? Why are angry mobs trying to burn Chinatown to the ground? Why is Noah,
the Chinese cook’s son, suddenly making Lizzie question everything she has known to be true? Ignoring the rules of race
and class, Lizzie and Noah must put the pieces together in a heart-stopping race to save the people they love.

Hands-On Chemistry Activities with Real-Life Applications
* Contains complete step-by-step solutions for every odd-numbered exercise. -- Contains complete step-by-step solutions all
(even and odd) Chapter Review Problems, Chapter Tests and Cumulative Reviews.
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College Essay Essentials
In its fourth edition, this exhaustive guide to roller coasters in the United States and Canada also provides a history of
coaster evolution (from the 16th century) and a look into the future of coaster technology and design. The book lists by
state or province more than 700 coasters at more than 160 amusement and theme parks. Each entry includes contact
information along with summaries of each coaster’s origins, features and history. There are six appendices: famous coaster
designers, the longest wood and steel coasters in North America, a coaster census by state or province, a chronology of
wooden roller coasters still in operation, interesting amusement park and coaster facts, and a guide to the alpine coasters
at winter resorts in the U.S. and Canada.

The Future of Spacetime
REA's Thermodynamics Problem Solver Each Problem Solver is an insightful and essential study and solution guide chockfull of clear, concise problem-solving gems. Answers to all of your questions can be found in one convenient source from
one of the most trusted names in reference solution guides. More useful, more practical, and more informative, these study
aids are the best review books and textbook companions available. They're perfect for undergraduate and graduate studies.
This highly useful reference provides thorough coverage of pressure, work and heat, energy, entropy, first and second laws,
ideal gas processes, vapor refrigeration cycles, mixtures, and solutions. For students in engineering, physics, and
chemistry.

ZIML Math Competition Book Junior Varsity 2018-2019
"The ancient Greeks argued that the best life was filled with beauty, truth, justice, play and love. The mathematician Francis
Su knows just where to find them."--Kevin Hartnett, Quanta Magazine" This is perhaps the most important mathematics
book of our time. Francis Su shows mathematics is an experience of the mind and, most important, of the heart."--James
Tanton, Global Math Project For mathematician Francis Su, a society without mathematical affection is like a city without
concerts, parks, or museums. To miss out on mathematics is to live without experiencing some of humanity's most beautiful
ideas. In this profound book, written for a wide audience but especially for those disenchanted by their past experiences, an
award-winning mathematician and educator weaves parables, puzzles, and personal reflections to show how mathematics
meets basic human desires--such as for play, beauty, freedom, justice, and love--and cultivates virtues essential for human
flourishing. These desires and virtues, and the stories told here, reveal how mathematics is intimately tied to being human.
Some lessons emerge from those who have struggled, including philosopher Simone Weil, whose own mathematical
contributions were overshadowed by her brother's, and Christopher Jackson, who discovered mathematics as an inmate in a
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federal prison. Christopher's letters to the author appear throughout the book and show how this intellectual pursuit
can--and must--be open to all.

Ruby on Rails Tutorial
Her-2
This book is a printed edition of the Special Issue "Religion and Crime: Theory, Research, and Practice" that was published
in Religions

Why Did Europe Conquer the World?
"Psychic, medium, clairvoyant, channel--these are all words to describe Sylvia Browne's unique powers. I've personally
witnessed her bring closure to distraught families, help the police close cases, and open people's hearts to help them see
the good within themselves."—Montel Williams "The Other Side and Back is the most grounded and authentic 'entry to the
other side' that I have ever read. You know immediately upon reading the first few pages that Sylvia Browne is more than a
psychic—she is a master at conveying the truth that exists in the fourth dimension." —Caroline Myss, Ph.D., author of
Anatomy of the Spirit World-famous psychic and New York Times bestselling author Sylvia Browne takes readers on an
unprecedented and comprehensive "tour" of the afterlife—a world-changing revelation that has helped millions live for
today, tomorrow, and forever Includes * how spirit guides and angels "talk" to us daily * the truth about ghosts and
hauntings * solving "unsolvable" missing persons cases * how psychic energy can keep people healthy and improve
relationships * why we shouldn't fear aging and death * must-read predictions for the new millennium * and more

Sometimes It's Grandmas and Grandpas
Warning: Adults Only! Jonesin’ for Crosswords is a fresh and addictive new spin on solvers’ favorite pastime. The hip
crosswords of creator Matt Jones, a syndicated puzzle master, have appeared in alternative papers all over the country.
Expect a diverse mix of clues ranging from old school and modern pop culture, to historical and current events. Plus, you’ll
find edgy drug references and too hot to show you X-rated words scattered throughout these outrageous puzzles with
themes like Ribbed for Your Pleasure, The Big Owe, and Lets Get High.

Surrogates
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Step into the shoes of a roller coaster designer and use your maths skills to build a hair-raising, stomach-churning new
theme park ride. Use numbers, plans, shapes and measures. Calculate lengths, heights, distances and time. And use maths
to produce the biggest fear factor!

Mathematics for Human Flourishing
Computer simulation experiments are essential to modern scientific discovery, whether that be in physics, chemistry,
biology, epidemiology, ecology, engineering, etc. Surrogates are meta-models of computer simulations, used to solve
mathematical models that are too intricate to be worked by hand. Gaussian process (GP) regression is a supremely flexible
tool for the analysis of computer simulation experiments. This book presents an applied introduction to GP regression for
modelling and optimization of computer simulation experiments. Features: • Emphasis on methods, applications, and
reproducibility. • R code is integrated throughout for application of the methods. • Includes more than 200 full colour
figures. • Includes many exercises to supplement understanding, with separate solutions available from the author. •
Supported by a website with full code available to reproduce all methods and examples. The book is primarily designed as a
textbook for postgraduate students studying GP regression from mathematics, statistics, computer science, and
engineering. Given the breadth of examples, it could also be used by researchers from these fields, as well as from
economics, life science, social science, etc.

The American Roller Coaster
To classify a book as 'experimental' rather than 'theoretical' or as 'pure' rather than 'applied' is liable to imply umeal
distinctions. Nevertheless, some Classification is necessary to teIl the potential reader whether the book is for him. In this
spirit, this book may be said to treat fluid dynamies as a branch of physics, rather than as a branch of applied mathematics
or of engineering. I have often heard expressions of the need for such a book, and certainly I have feIt it in my own
teaching. I have written it primariIy for students of physics and of physics-based applied science, aIthough I hope others
may find it useful. The book differs from existing 'fundamental' books in placing much greater emphasis on what we know
through laboratory experiments and their physical interpretation and less on the mathe matieal formalism. It differs from
existing 'applied' books in that the choice of topics has been made for the insight they give into the behaviour of fluids in
motion rather than for their practical importance. There are differences also from many existing books on fluid dynamics in
the branches treated, reflecting to some extent shifts of interest in reeent years. In particular, geophysical and
astrophysical applications have prompted important fundamental developments in topics such as conveetion, stratified
flow, and the dynamics of rotating fluids. These developments have hitherto been reflected in the contents of textbooks
only to a limited extent.
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The Other Side and Back
An omnibus edition of classic adventure tales by the Nobel Prize-winning physicist includes his exchanges with Einstein and
Bohr, ideas about gambling with Nick the Greek, and solution to the Challenger disaster, in a volume complemented by an
hour-long audio CD of his 1978 "Los Alamos from Below" lecture. 30,000 first printing.
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